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The coupled light-matter modes supported by plasmonic metasurfaces can be combined with
topological principles to yield subwavelength topological valley states of light. We give a systematic
presentation of the topological valley states available for lattices of metallic nanoparticles: All
possible lattices with hexagonal symmetry are considered, as well as valley states emerging on a
square lattice. Several unique effects which have yet to be explored in plasmonics are identified,
such as robust guiding, filtering and splitting of modes, as well as dual-band effects. We demonstrate
these by means of scattering computations based on the coupled dipole method that encompass the
full electromagnetic interactions between nanoparticles.
Plasmonics offers a unique platform for controlling
light on the nanoscale [1]. Coherent electron oscillations
known as localised surface plasmons arise when light in-
teracts with metallic nanostructures. These localised ex-
citations confine light beyond the diffraction limit and
have optical properties tunable by the size, material and
shape of the nanostructures that host them, as well as
the surrounding environment [2]. This has resulted in
a plethora of applications including the waveguiding of
light on the nanoscale [3] and the exploration of chi-
ral optical interactions with surface plasmon polaritons
[4]. Notably, owing to advances in nanofabrication, un-
expectedly long propagation lengths of surface plasmons
in waveguides have been reported [5].
Plasmonic metasurfaces, which are collections of plas-
monic nanoparticles (NPs) in a plane arranged in differ-
ent lattices, are the subject of current intense research
due to their enriched properties leveraged by the flexi-
bility in geometrical designs [6]. Exploiting the radiative
coupling regime between the NPs [7], whose interactions
are mediated by diffractive modes in the plane of the
array (surface lattice resonances), has enabled the exper-
imental demonstration of lasing [8, 9] and Bose-Einstein
condensation [10] in plasmonic lattices, due to their dra-
matic quality factor enhancement. On the other hand,
the near field coupling regime, where the distance be-
tween the NPs is very subwavelength, is currently re-
gaining interest due to the possibility of realising topo-
logical phases of light confined at nanoscale dimensions
using metal NPs as well as other nanoresonators such as
dielectric NPs [11–19]. This has been sparked by the po-
tential of topological protection to provide robust light
propagation immune to certain kinds of disorder and im-
perfections in samples; in analogy to the effects present
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in topological insulators, materials which are insulating
in the bulk and possess protected conduction states along
their edge [20].
Topological insulators have unidirectional edge states
where backscattering is entirely suppressed in the ab-
sence of magnetic impurities as there is no backwards
propagating mode to couple into. These states are re-
liant on the fractional spin of fermions. Therefore,
whilst these electronic systems have inspired research
into bosonic analogues, they require alternative strategies
for creating topological states [21–23]. Unidirectional,
i.e., non-reciprocal, edge states can be obtained for pho-
tons by breaking time-reversal symmetry through the use
of strong magnetic fields [24, 25]. However, there are
constraints in miniaturising this approach to nanoscale
set-ups and there is a need for alternative designs.
Topological valley (Hall) modes are solely reliant upon
energy extrema in reciprocal space, and they form a
specific subclass not contingent upon particles with
fractional spin or a time-reversal breaking component
[26]. Whilst they are not completely protected against
backscattering, the existence of a local, valley-dependent
topological invariant means these states do inherit some
aspects of topological protection [26]. An advantage of
these topological valley modes is that they only require
the breaking of an inversion symmetry and/or a mir-
ror symmetry; consequently, topological valley states in
plasmonics enable more robust plasmonic modes whilst
remaining within reach of current experimental set-ups.
Existing work on topological valley effects in photonics
has focused on hexagonal and triangular structures [27–
31]. In plasmonics, graphene was proposed to host topo-
logical valley modes at infrared frequencies by imposing
a triangular structured doping landscape on a graphene
sheet using a metagate [32], and designer (spoof) plas-
mons were used to experimentally probe these effects at
microwave frequencies [33].
In this paper, we show that a two-dimensional (2D)
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FIG. 1. (A) Unit cells with C6v, C3v, C4v symmetries. The
shading indicates shapes with equivalent symmetries, (B) A
plasmonic metasurface: Collective plasmonic resonances arise
from the coupling between localised surface plasmons on each
NP; they propagate in the 2D metasurface and decay expo-
nentially perpendicular to the plane of the metasurface, (C)
Spheroidal NPs, with in-plane radius r and height h, host
a dipole moment out of the plane, pz, decoupled from the
in-plane dipole moment.
lattice of metallic NPs provides a versatile platform for
demonstrating the existence of topological valley states
in plasmonics. We discuss the symmetry requirements
for these states and present a systematic description of
the topological valley states available. Existing cases in
the literature have utilised hexagonal (C6v) and triangu-
lar (C3v) symmetry-induced Dirac cones and they have
each respectively explored a single edge configuration.
Here we classify all the possible edge configurations with
these symmetries [34, 35]. Additionally, we present a
square lattice with C4v in the Supplementary Material.
From the properties of the edge states we design networks
of regions, composed of the various symmetry types, to
engineer advanced waveguiding techniques such as filter-
ing, evanescent coupling and splitting at subwavelength
scales.
I. METHODS
We study 2D lattices of spheroidal, silver NPs
(Figure 1C), utilising the coupled dipole method (CDM).
The permittivity of the NPs is described with the Drude
model,
ǫ(ω) = ǫ∞ −
ω2p
ω2 + iωγ
(1)
with ǫ∞ = 5, ωp = 8.9 eV and γ = 38 meV [36]. For
each lattice arrangement we assume that the NP in-
plane radius r, height h, nearest neighbour spacing R,
and lattice constant a0 are all subwavelength. We en-
sure that R > 3r which allows the NPs to be treated as
point dipoles, as higher order resonances can be neglected
[37]. The interaction between multiple NPs is described
by the Green’s function, (see Supplementary Material).
The in-plane and out-of-plane polarisations are orthogo-
nal and become well separated in frequency due to the
spheroidal NPs, with in-plane modes shifting to higher
frequencies and out-of-plane-modes shifting to lower fre-
quencies. This means they can be investigated separately
[38], and here we only consider the out-of-plane polarised
modes corresponding to dipole moments perpendicular
to the xy-plane of the metasurface, Figure 1B. The long
range terms in the Green’s function are responsible for
retarded interactions, which can have remarkable effects
in plasmonics [37] and in particular in topological plas-
monics, where bulk-edge correspondence can break down
due to retardation [39]. However, in this work we limit
ourselves to very subwavelength arrays of NPs where near
field interactions dominate.
II. DESIGNING TOPOLOGICAL VALLEY
STATES
A. Engineering Dirac cones
In designing topological valley states, we follow a pro-
cess of engineering a Dirac cone and then breaking it.
Dirac cones are degeneracies in the band structure of a
system which disperse linearly and can be described by
an effective Dirac Hamiltonian. This conical dispersion
leads to a number of interesting transport phenomena
[40]. Topological valley states rely on the existence of
valleys, energy extrema around a lifted Dirac degener-
acy, in the band structure. A large separation of two
valleys in the Brillouin zone (BZ) allows a local, valley-
dependent topological invariant to be defined: the valley-
Chern number [41]. This quantity is calculated from the
Berry curvature, which is strongly localised at the val-
leys provided the perturbation which breaks the Dirac
cone is small enough [26]. A large perturbation results
in the Berry curvature becoming less localised and the
topological valley effect is diminished.
Despite being locally defined, the valley-Chern number
has been shown to guarantee the existence of edge states
for a host of systems [42], as a result of the bulk boundary
correspondence [26]; the properties of these edge states
are discussed in section II B.
The existence of a Dirac cone is dependent on the crys-
tal symmetry of the system. In plasmonics, the existing
literature has focused on hexagonal, graphene-like ar-
rangements of NPs [38, 43], where deterministic Dirac
cones appear at the K and K ′ points in the BZ and are
protected by the C3v symmetry of these points [34, 40].
Extending beyond these simple lattices, we follow group
theoretical rules for the existence of Dirac cones. Since
the symmetries in the BZ are linked to the real space ar-
rangement of NPs, these rules determine the lattices we
can use. A more in depth discussion of the symmetries
are given in Supplementary Material. We will consider
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FIG. 2. C3v case: (A) Unit cell with NP radius r = 5 nm and
height h = 30 nm, internal spacing l1 = 10
√
3 nm, external
spacing l2 = 30
√
3 nm, lattice constant a0 = 75 nm, (B) A θ =
0.1 rad rotation removes σv, (C) BZ, (D) Band structure, pre-
perturbation, (E) Post-perturbation, (F,G) Spectral function:
The higher energy bands experience polariton-like splitting at
the light line (magenta). Drude losses γ = 10 meV.
three types of unit cells, with the symmetries shown in
Figure 1A. In the following, we will refer to them by their
pre-perturbation symmetry, C3v, C6v and C4v.
Whilst group theoretical concepts predict the presence
of Dirac cones [44], the frequency at which they occur is
dependent on the interaction matrix of the system . Pro-
vided the cellular structure satisfies the required symme-
tries there exists a freedom in the choice of other param-
eters such as the radius, number and type of NPs. Sim-
ilarly, there is flexibility when breaking the Dirac cone.
The degree of symmetry breaking by changes in the ori-
entation, size and material properties of these elements
all influence the width of the band gap. In this regard,
system parameters must be tuned to ensure that once the
degeneracy is broken, a band gap across the whole BZ is
achieved. Importantly, the guidelines espoused herein
are applicable to any nanophotonic or plasmonic system,
such as arrangements of dielectric NPs or periodically
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FIG. 3. C6v case: (A) Unit cell with NP radius r = 6 nm, and
height h = 30 nm. Nearest neighbour spacing l = 24 nm and
lattice constant a0 = 65 nm, (B) Alternating NPs are per-
turbed by δr = ±0.5 nm, with the height remaining constant,
(C) BZ, (D, E) Spectral function: The highest energy band
experiences polariton-like splitting. Drude losses γ = 38 meV.
doped graphene.
Figure 2A,B shows the unit cell for the C3v case before,
and after, the perturbation where the mirror symmetry
σv is removed by a rotation. In Figure 2D,E we plot the
band structures, including all neighbours in a QSA. Upon
symmetry reduction, the Dirac cone is opened resulting
in a complete band gap (blue). In Figure 2F,G we char-
acterise the system including retardation and radiative
effects, and plot the spectral function [45]. Since the NP
and lattice parameters are very subwavelength, the QSA
accurately describes the behaviour of the lower energy
bands, although it does not capture the polariton split-
ting at the light line of the highest energy band. In these
plots, we choose Drude losses γ = 10 meV for clarity, and
results for material losses in silver, γ = 38 meV are given
in the Supplementary Material. Three additional bands,
at higher and lower energies, are also present in this sys-
tem, since there are six elements in the unit cell. As they
are not in the vicinity of the Dirac cone, we choose not to
show them. A particular advantage of this lattice is that
only a single type of NP is used, which makes fabrication
more straightforward.
Figure 3A,B shows the band structure for the C6v case,
with γ = 38 meV. For this case, both σv and inversion
symmetry must be broken to gap the Dirac cone. This
is achieved by perturbing the radius of alternating NPs
in the unit cell by ±δr. The height of the NPs is fixed.
We plot the spectral function only since the quasistatic
eigenvalue problem becomes non-linear as a result of em-
ploying spheroids of different sizes. Note that this case
is similar to transition metal dichalcogenides and hexag-
onal boron nitride, which naturally have broken inver-
4FIG. 4. C3v, Type I edge: The upper and lower media are
perturbed by θ = ±0.1 rad. Band structure for the edge
states. The dipole moments of the edge states circled are
shown either side, demonstrating the confinement to the edge.
sion symmetry unit cells due to their bipartite lattice
structures with different atoms. Unlike the C3v case,
here there are two Dirac cones at different frequencies
which both result in a complete band gap once they are
opened. Previous plasmonic topological valley systems
have solely focused on single band effects, but such a dual
band structure allows topological valley states to exist in
two frequency regimes. Dual band effects have also been
demonstrated in photonic crystals [46] and acoustics [47].
Dirac cones are only guaranteed for these triangular
and hexagonal lattices. However, there are other in-
stances where Dirac cones can be engineered along high-
symmetry lines [48–50]. Notably, irrespective of whether
the Dirac cone is symmetry induced or not, there re-
mains a non-trivial valley-Chern number defined in the
vicinity of the degeneracy [49]. We give an example of a
plasmonic metasurface possessing these properties in the
Supplementary Material.
B. Edge states
We now investigate edge states that reside in the band
gaps generated in the previous subsection. The bulk
boundary correspondence guarantees the existence of
topological valley edge states between topologically dis-
tinct regions characterised by valley-Chern numbers with
opposite sign [26, 51]. Trivial edge states are also possi-
ble between regions with the same valley-Chern number.
In Table I, we summarise the perturbations of two re-
gions, A and B, which generate non-trivial and trivial
edge states. There are, at most, three geometrically dis-
tinct interfaces possible for each of the triangular-based
structures. For each of these cases there will be two in-
equivalent interfaces A/B and B/A, that yield different
eigenstates.
The existing literature in plasmonics on topological
Type A B Properties
I +θ −θ Two edge states propagating
in opposite directions
II +θ +θ + pi
3
Single edge state in band gap
III +θ −θ + pi
3
Two nearly degenerate edge states
TABLE I. C3v interfaces: Summary of the different interface
types, including the perturbations of regions A and B and
properties of each edge state.
FIG. 5. C3v, Type II edge: The upper and lower media are
perturbed by θ = +0.1 rad and θ = +0.1+ pi
3
rad, respectively.
Only modes of one interface are present in the bulk band gap
and the dipole moments of these modes are shown either side.
valley effects solely considers one of the three distinct in-
terfaces that are possible [32, 33]; specifically, the Type
I case shown in Table I. Herein the realisation of the
topological Type II edge states in the C3v system reveals
features which have yet to be discussed in the context of
plasmonics. Also, although trivial Type III edge states
are not guaranteed to exist, they do here for this choice
of parameters, (see Supplementary Material). Notably,
the C3v and C6v Type I cases are mathematically identi-
cal to canonical honeycomb structure which has been the
subject of other works [31, 52], as they share the same
symmetries.
To numerically simulate the edge states, we set up a
ribbon of hexagons and set Bloch periodicity across the
ribbon. The interactions between NPs include all neigh-
bours in a QSA. Along the finite direction, we clad region
A with region B on the top and bottom to capture both
interfaces A/B and B/A. Each region is N = 10 unit
cells long to ensure that edge states at each interface
decay within the length of the ribbon. At each end of
the ribbon, we choose a hard boundary condition with
the vacuum. Edge states which appear at this bound-
ary are not topological (since the valley-Chern number
of the vacuum is zero); these are removed from the band
structures.
Figure 4 shows the band structure for C3v, Type I
edges. There are two overlapping edge states across the
5A
B
FIG. 6. C6v, Type I edge: The upper and lower media dif-
fer by an inversion about the vertical. Edge states reside in
both (A) upper band gap and (b) lower band gap. Relevant
topological edge states are highlighted on the right in white.
band gap which exist over the same frequency range. On
either side of band structures we plot the dipole moments
of the eigenstates of each interface; these two eigenstates
show a clear difference in the pattern of the mode. Along
both interfaces, the edge state is very subwavelength and
strongly confined.
The band structure for C3v, Type II edges is shown in
Figure 5. Unlike Figure 4, both edge states now reside
on the same interface. They also do not span the band
gap due to the size of the perturbation. Whilst the bands
do not span the band gap, they can still be used to fil-
ter modes: Only A/B interface modes exist in the gap
meaning there are no modes along B/A to couple into.
Finally, Figure 6 shows the band structure for the edge
modes in the C6v lattice. As with the bulk band struc-
ture, we plot the spectral function since the quasistatic
eigenvalue problem is non-linear. The higher frequency
band is shown in Figure 6A and the lower frequency band
in Figure 6B. Since the spectral function captures all
modes, including those which are at the boundary with
the vacuum, we highlight in white the topological edge
states on the relevant interfaces. We see that both bands
possess counter propagating edge states, which will be
exploited in section III.
C. Elements of topological protection
Topological insulators that break time-reversal symme-
try have strictly unidirectional edge states. In contrast,
the presence of time-reversal symmetry for our system
A B
FIG. 7. Chirality comparison: Poynting vector S (arrows) and
normalised spin angular momentum (colour) Tˆz. (A) Non-
trivial edge mode on C3v Type I edge. (B) Trivial edge mode,
C3v Type III edge: Energy flow is more linear, as seen in the
small spin angular momentum amplitude.
results in bidirectional edge states, hence backscattering
is not entirely prohibited. Despite this, there are still el-
ements which contribute to these states having a degree
of protection that allows them to be used to efficiently
guide light.
A mode with a particular chirality will not readily
couple with one of opposite chirality, giving it protec-
tion against disorder which does not cause the chiral-
ity to switch. We calculate quantities that characterise
spin and chirality, to emphasise the difference between
the topologically trivial and non-trivial edge states. The
time averaged Poynting vector S = 1
2
Re(E×H∗) charac-
terises the flow of electromagnetic energy in a system. In
Figure 7, we plot the Poynting vector (arrows) for a non-
trivial, Type I edge state and a trivial, Type III edge
state. In the non-trivial case we see chirality appears
in the Poynting vector but in the trivial case it remains
mostly linear. We also plot the out of plane component
of the spin angular momentum Tz = Im(H
∗
× H)z in
the plane of the metasurface (colour) since in dispersive,
inhomogeneous media, this quantity provides a more ap-
propriate description of chiral light matter interactions
[53]. Again, in the non-trivial case, the normalised mag-
nitude of the spin angular momentum is much greater
than the trivial case.
The presence of backscattering in topological valley
states is also intimately linked to the separation of for-
wards and backwards propagating modes in Fourier space
[34]. In the C3v and C6v cases discussed in section IIA,
after breaking the necessary symmetries, valleys atK/K ′
are well separated in Fourier space as they are at the
edges of the BZ. By contrast, in systems with Dirac
points engineered along high-symmetry lines, rather than
6high-symmetry points, such as the C4v system; valleys
will not be maximally separated, see Supplementary Ma-
terial. This results in these systems being more suscep-
tible to backscattering. Despite this there are means in
which to expand the Fourier separation, the separation
between opposite valleys in reciprocal space, for this par-
ticular case [50]. Notably, armchair-type edges in trian-
gular lattices also have a small Fourier separation rela-
tive to their zig-zag counterparts. However, unlike the
C4v system, considered here, the valleys are completely
coupled in the vicinity of Γ resulting in an anti-crossing
and enhanced backscattering [54].
Other popular designs, such as the proposal from Ref.
[55], also suffer from this; there an extended honeycomb
lattice unit cell is used to emulate the quantum spin Hall
effect. However, the larger unit cell results in the fold-
ing of the K/K ′ valleys onto Γ thereby inhibiting the
protection afforded by a larger Fourier separation. Ad-
ditionally, upon the introduction of an interface, the C6
reliant pseudospin states couple to each other resulting
in an anti-crossing near Γ. These properties result in
reduced protection against positional disorder and hence
these modes are far less robust than the topological valley
modes considered here [56].
III. TOPOLOGICAL VALLEY NETWORKS
Using the topological valley edge states, we can now
design topological networks [34]. These are formed by
joining geometrically distinct regions of the various sym-
metry types. Again, we will begin with C3v systems be-
fore moving onto the C4v system.
In the following, we include full electromagnetic in-
teractions between NPs using the retarded, radiative
Green’s function. We plot the absolute value of real part
of the dipole moment for each NP in the lattice. To make
the edge states more visible, we increase the radius of the
NPs in the plots but this does not change the physical
system. In each case, we excite a particular NP in the
respective lattice located near an interface which triggers
a mode to propagate along the interface on which it sits.
Initially, the Drude losses are set to zero to fully expose
the behaviour of the edge states. To prevent the mode
reflecting off the hard boundary with the vacuum, we
gradually increase the losses towards these boundaries.
Since the topologically non-trivial edge states possess a
chirality, a circularly polarised magnetic dipole source
external to the lattice could also be used to excite uni-
directional modes, where the direction is determined by
the spin angular momentum at the source position [16].
A junction of the C3v, Type I system is shown in
Figure 8A,B. The semi-analytical CDM gives a clarity to
the dipole moment mode patterns along each lead, which
correspond to the edge states calculated in Figure 4. The
patterns along lead 1 and lead 2 are identical, but they
differ from lead 3, which highlights the different interfaces
A/B and B/A as shown in Figure 8A. The A/B mode is
A
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FIG. 8. Topological waveguiding with C3v networks. (A)
Type I: Two-way splitting junction, (B) ω = 2.421 eV. The
mode along lead 1 splits at the junction, propagating around
the gentle 2pi/3 (lead 3) and sharp pi/3 (lead 2) bends, (C)
Transmission φ along each lead. The band gap is highlighted
in blue, (D) Type II: Filtering junction, (E) ω = 2.426 eV.
The mode only propagates around the sharp pi/3 bend owing
to there being no mode, at this frequency, along the other
interface to couple into.
able to couple into the B/A mode at the junction due
to the overlapping edge states. Despite this the mode
does not propagate straight through along lead 4 due to
it having opposite chirality and a wavevector mismatch
[34].
To highlight the robustness of this junction, we calcu-
late the time-averaged Poynting flux through each of the
exit leads φi as a fraction of the flux along the entry lead
φ1. In the frequency range where both interface modes
are excitable, the majority of energy flows along lead 2.
The blue region between lead 1 and 3 in Figure 8A intro-
duces a barrier to energy flow; similar effects have been
observed in other systems [33] and the importance of the
7nodal region was highlighted in [34]. Importantly, over
the majority of the band gap, φout, the fraction of out-
put over input energy is ∼1. As shown in Figure 4, the
topological valley bands do not reach the top of the band
gap causing φout < 1 at higher frequencies. We note that
the band gap is shifted ∼ 0.02 eV compared to the qua-
sistatic band structure due to the radiative correction to
the polarisability.
Filtering using the C3v, Type II system is shown in
Figure 8D,E. When the mode along lead 1 reaches the
junction it only propagates around the sharp π/3 bend,
owing to the identical interfaces along lead 1 and lead 2;
as seen in the identical mode patterns. As we showed
in Figure 5, there are only edge states in the band gap
corresponding to the B/A interface. Therefore, unlike
the Type I edge, there is no mode to couple into along
lead 3 at this frequency resulting in this filtering effect.
The previous two examples have a specific choice of
nodal region at which the different regions intersect,
which limits the splitting of a mode, in the Type I case,
into two directions only. By carefully choosing the ar-
rangement of this intersection point, it is possible to re-
alise topological four-way splitting as well as trivial five-
way splitting of a mode [34]. We show examples of both
of these effects in the Supplementary Material.
We now move onto waveguiding with the C6v edge
states. Networks are set up with the unit cell arrange-
ments shown in Figure 9A. In Figure 9B a mode is ex-
cited along lead 1 in the upper band gap of the system.
As with the C3v, Type I edge states, the mode splits at
the junction and the mode patterns confirm the distinct
interfaces. In Figure 9 we show that the lower band edge
states also possess the same splitting properties. The
Poynting flux through each of the leads as a fraction of
the flux through the entry lead is shown in Figure 9D, for
the frequencies at which topological modes are excited.
As with the C3v case, the fraction of output transmission
over input is ∼ 1 for the topological modes. In addition,
after studying in detail the behaviour of the topological
valley state, we also show the effect of losses on an in-
terface for the C6v case with γ = 10 meV, which cause
the edge state propagation to become attenuated (see
Figure 9E, F)
IV. CONCLUSION
The existence of subwavelength, topological valley
states in plasmonic metasurfaces has been presented. Us-
ing systematic symmetry arguments we provide a guide
to realise topological valley modes in any nanophotonic
system. Extending the existing topological nanophoton-
ics literature, we describe all the possible topological val-
ley modes available for hexagonal unit cell systems, which
include new non-trivial and trivial edge states. Further-
more, by designing Dirac cones in square lattice systems
we reveal emergent three-way energy splitting in a plas-
monic metasurface for the first time. The semi-analytical
A
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FIG. 9. Dual-band waveguiding with C6v networks. (A) Di-
agram of the unit cells and two-way splitting junction, (B)
ω = 2.800 eV. The mode propagates around both gentle and
sharp bends, with almost zero propagation along lead 4. (C)
ω = 2.446 eV. The mode also propagates and splits at lower
frequencies. (D) Transmission φ along each lead over the fre-
quencies at which topological modes are excited, for lower and
higher frequency bands, (E, F) Modes excited at the same fre-
quency as (A, B) including Drude losses γ = 10 meV.
CDM used to model the systems in this work removes
any computational complexity to expose the topological
properties and behaviour of modes we engineer. Our re-
sults are however general and could be applied also to
lower frequency plasmonics such as periodically doped
graphene or graphene islands, or spoof surface plasmons.
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